When global corporations faced must-win patent litigation in the past two years, they frequently turned to Gibson Dunn’s Josh Krevitt. Dell, T-Mobile, Fitbit, AT&T, EMC, Sprint and Rubrik were among the clients Krevitt counseled, sometimes as the plaintiff and other times as the defendant. When rival Philips challenged patents on just about every product Fitbit made, the case put the company’s whole future at stake. Krevitt’s work before the International Trade Commission resulted in a finding that Fitbit hadn’t infringed on any of Philips’ patents. In other IP cases, Krevitt beat back billions of dollars in damages sought against clients Dell, EMC and T-Mobile, garnering these wins across cases where similarly situated defendants were sometimes hit with millions in damages. Krevitt, who recently took on new cases for the likes of Peloton and Archer Aviation, is often called in to take over from other firms.